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Abstract

visual contrast is the most important factor in visual
saliency. Various conventional saliency detection algorithms based on local or global contrast cues [7, 48] have
been successfully developed. In previous work, visual contrast is exemplified by contrast in various types of handcrafted low-level features (e.g., color, intensity and texture)
at the pixel or segment level. Though handcrafted features tend to perform well in standard scenarios, they are
not sufficiently robust for all challenging cases. For example, local contrast features may fail to detect homogenous regions inside salient objects while global contrast suffers from complex background. Although machine learning
based saliency models have been developed [31, 20, 29, 33],
they are primarily for integrating different handcrafted features [20] or fusing multiple saliency maps generated from
different methods [33].

Salient object detection has recently witnessed substantial progress due to powerful features extracted using deep
convolutional neural networks (CNNs). However, existing
CNN-based methods operate at the patch level instead of
the pixel level. Resulting saliency maps are typically blurry,
especially near the boundary of salient objects. Furthermore, image patches are treated as independent samples
even when they are overlapping, giving rise to significant
redundancy in computation and storage. In this paper, we
propose an end-to-end deep contrast network to overcome
the aforementioned limitations. Our deep network consists of two complementary components, a pixel-level fully
convolutional stream and a segment-wise spatial pooling
stream. The first stream directly produces a saliency map
with pixel-level accuracy from an input image. The second
stream extracts segment-wise features very efficiently, and
better models saliency discontinuities along object boundaries. Finally, a fully connected CRF model can be optionally incorporated to improve spatial coherence and contour
localization in the fused result from these two streams. Experimental results demonstrate that our deep model significantly improves the state of the art.

To obtain more robust features than handcrafted ones for
salient object detection, deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have recently been employed, achieving substantially better results than previous state of the art [25, 49, 43].
In addition to improved robustness, features extracted using
CNNs contain more high-level semantic information since
those CNNs were typically pre-trained on datasets for visual
recognition tasks. However, in all these methods, CNNs are
all operated at the patch level instead of the pixel level, and
each pixel is simply assigned the saliency value of its enclosing patch. As a result, saliency maps are typically blurry
without fine details, especially near the boundary of salient
objects. Furthermore, all image patches are treated as independent data samples for classification or regression even
when they are overlapping. As a result, these methods usually have to run a CNN at least thousands of times (once for
every patch) to obtain a complete saliency map. This gives
rise to significant redundancy in computation and storage,
and makes both training and testing very space and time
consuming. For example, training a patch-oriented CNN
model for saliency detection takes over 2 GPU days and requires hundreds of gigabytes of storage for the 5000 images
in the MSRA-B dataset.

1. Introduction
Visual saliency aims at identifying the most visually distinctive parts in an image, and has received increasing interest in recent years. Though early work primarily focused
on predicting eye-fixations in images, research has shown
that salient object detection, which emphasizes object-level
integrity of saliency prediction results, is more useful and
can serve as a pre-processing step for a variety of computer
vision and image processing tasks including content-aware
image editing [3], object detection [36], image classification [45], person re-identification [4] and video summarization [32]. Despite recent progress, salient object detection
remains a challenging problem that calls for more accurate
solutions.
Results from perceptual research [11, 37] indicate that
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Salient object detection can be performed either in a
bottom-up fashion using low-level features [13, 1, 29, 22,
38, 48, 20, 50, 7] or in a top-down fashion via the incorporation of high-level knowledge [21, 5, 16, 40, 28, 18, 27].
Since this paper is focused on visual saliency based on deep
learning, we discuss relevant work in this context below.
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• We also design a segment-wise spatial pooling stream
as the second stream in our framework. This stream
efficiently extracts segment-wise features, and accurately models visual contrast between regions and
saliency discontinuities along region boundaries.
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• We propose a multi-scale fully convolutional network
as the first stream in our deep contrast network to infer
a pixel-level saliency map directly from the raw input
image. This model can not only infer semantic properties of salient objects, but also capture visual contrast
among multi-scale feature maps.

...

• We introduce an end-to-end deep contrast network for
salient object detection. It consists of a fully convolutional stream and a segment-wise spatial pooling
stream. A training scheme is designed to learn the
weights in both streams of this deep network. The
fused saliency map from these two streams is further
refined with a fully connected CRF for better spatial
coherence and contour localization.

Recently, machine learning and artificial intelligence
have been revolutionized by deep convolutional neural networks, which have set new state of the art on a number of visual recognition tasks, including image classification [24], object detection [15], scene classification [47]
and scene parsing [12], closing the gap to human-level performance. There have also been attempts to apply deep
learning to salient object detection. Li et al. [25] trained
a deep neural network for deriving a saliency map from
multiscale features extracted using deep convolutional neural networks. Wang et al. [43] adopted a deep neural network (DNN-L) to learn local patch features for each centered pixel. In [49], both global context and local context are utilized and integrated into a deep learning based
pipeline for saliency detection. However, all these methods
treat local image patches as independent training and testing samples. Since sharing computation among overlapping
patches is not considered, there is a great deal of redundancy
in feature computation, which gives rise to high computational cost for both training and testing. This limitation
can be potentially overcome by recent end-to-end deep networks, which have been proven a success in semantic segmentation [30, 6]. However, directly applying existing fully
convolutional network architecture to salient object detection would not be most appropriate because a standard fully
convolutional model is not particularly good at capturing
subtle visual contrast in an image. Therefore, our paper focuses on discovering high-level visual contrast in an endto-end mode, and experimental results demonstrate that our
proposed deep model can significantly improve the current
state of the art. This paper can be viewed as the first piece
of work that aims to discover visual contrast information
inside an image using end-to-end convolutional neural networks.

...

lems [30, 6, 46], we propose an end-to-end deep contrast
network to overcome the aforementioned limitations of recent CNN-based saliency detection methods. Here, “endto-end” means that our deep network only needs to be run
on the input image once to produce a complete saliency map
with the same pixel resolution as the input image. Our deep
network consists of a pixel-level fully convolutional stream
and a segment-level spatial pooling stream. In the fully
convolutional stream, we design a multi-scale fully convolutional network (MS-FCN), which takes the raw image
as input and directly produces a saliency map with pixellevel accuracy. Our MS-FCN can not only generate effective semantic features across different scales, but also capture subtle visual contrast among multi-scale feature maps
for saliency inference. The segment-level spatial pooling
stream generates another saliency map at the superpixel
level by performing spatial pooling and saliency estimation
over superpixels. This stream extracts segment-wise features very efficiently from MS-FCN by masking an intermediate feature map computed for the entire image. The
saliency maps from both streams are fused at the end.
In summary, this paper has the following contributions:

Figure 1. Two streams of our deep contrast network.

3. Deep Contrast Network
As shown in Fig. 1, the architecture of our deep contrast network for salient object detection consists of two
complementary components, a fully convolutional stream
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Figure 2. The architecture of multi-scale fully convolutional network.

and a segment-wise spatial pooling stream. The fully convolutional stream is a multi-scale fully convolutional network (MS-FCN), which generates a saliency map S1 with
one eighth resolution of the raw input image by exploiting
visual contrast across multiscale convolutional layers. The
segment-wise spatial pooling stream generates a saliency
map at the superpixel level by performing spatial pooling and saliency estimation over individual superpixels.
The saliency maps from both streams are fused at the end
through an extra convolutional layer with 1 × 1 kernels in
our deep network to produce the final saliency map. The
weights in this fusion layer are learned during training.

3.1. Multi-Scale Fully Convolutional Network
In the fully convolutional stream, we aim to design an
end-to-end convolutional network that can be viewed as a
regression network mapping an input image to a pixel-level
saliency map. To conceive such an end-to-end architecture,
we have the following considerations. First, the network
should be deep enough to produce multi-level features for
detecting salient objects at different scales. Second, the network should be able to discover subtle visual contrast across
multiple maps holding deep features at different scales. Last
but not the least, fine-tuning an existing deep model is much
desired since we do not have enough training images to train
such a deep network from scratch.
We chose VGG16 [41] as our pre-trained network and
modified it to meet our requirements. To re-purpose it into
a dense image saliency prediction network, the two fully
connected layers of VGG16 are first converted into convolutional ones with 1×1 kernel as described in [30]. However

directly evaluating the resulting network in a convolutional
manner yields a very sparse prediction map with a 32-pixel
stride since the original VGG16 network has 5 pooling layers each of which has stride 2. To make the prediction map
denser, we skip subsampling in the last two max-pooling
layers to maintain an 8-pixel stride after the last pooling
layer. To retain the original receptive field in the convolutional layers that follow, we use the “hole algorithm” to
introduce zeros to increase the size of their convolutional
kernels. The “hole algorithm”, which is also called à trous
algorithm, was originally developed for efficient computation of the undecimated wavelet transform [34], and has
recently been implemented in Caffe [6, 26] to efficiently
compute dense CNN feature maps at any target subsampling
rate without introducing any approximation. This hole algorithm helps us keep the kernels intact, and a convolution
now sparsely samples the input feature map using a stride of
2 or 4 pixels (2-pixel stride in the three convolutional layers
after the penultimate pooling layer and 4-pixel stride in the
last two converted 1 × 1 convolutional layers after the final
pooling layer). For our experiments, we followed the implementation of the published DeepLab code [6] and added
the option to sparsely sample the underlying feature map to
the ‘im2col’ function. ‘im2col’ is a function implemented
in Caffe to convert multi-channel feature maps to vectorized
patches for improving the efficiency of convolutions.
VGG16 has five pooling and downsampling layers, each
of which has an increasingly larger receptive field containing contextual information. To design a deep network that
is capable of discovering visual contrast crucial in saliency
inference, we further develop a multiscale version of the
above fully convolutional extension of VGG16. As shown
in Fig. 2, we connect three extra convolutional layers to
each of the first four max-pooling layers of VGG16. The
first extra layer has 3 × 3 kernels and 128 channels, the second extra layer has 1 × 1 kernels and 128 channels, and the
third extra layer (output feature map) has a 1 × 1 kernel and
a single channel. To make the output feature maps of the
four sets of extra convolutional layers have the same size
(8× subsampled resolution), the stride of the first layer in
these four sets are set to 4, 2, 1, and 1, respectively. Although the resulting four output maps have the same size,
they are generated using receptive fields with different sizes
and hence represent contextual features at 4 different scales.
We further stack these four feature maps together with the
final output map of the above end-to-end extension. The
stacked feature maps (5 channels) are fed into a final convolutional layer with a 1 × 1 kernel and a single output
channel, which is the inferred saliency map. The sigmoid
activation function is used in the final layer. Although the
output saliency map is of 8× subsampled resolution, they
are smooth enough and allow us to use simple bilinear interpolation to make their resolution the same as that of the

original input image at a negligible computational cost. We
call this resized saliency map S1 .
Note that the method in [30] does not use the “hole algorithm” and produces very coarse maps (subsampled by
a factor of 32), which motivate the use of trained deconvolution layers. The incorporation of deconvolution layers
significantly increases the complexity and training time of
their network. Experimental results also show that convolution with the “hole algorithm” can generate better results
than trained deconvolution layers [6].

3.2. Segment-Level Saliency Inference
Salient objects often have irregular shapes and the corresponding saliency map has discontinuities along object
boundaries. Our multiscale fully convolutional network operates at a subsampled pixel level without explicitly modeling such saliency discontinuities. To better model visual contrast between regions and visual saliency along region boundaries, we design a segment-wise spatial pooling
stream in our network.
We first decompose the raw input image into a set of
superpixels, and call each superpixel a segment. A mask
is computed for every segment in the feature map generated from the last true convolutional layer (Conv5 3) of
MS-FCN as follows. Since each activation in Conv5 3 is
controlled by a receptive field in the input image, we first
project every activation to the center of its receptive field
as in [14, 9]. For each segment in the input image, we first
generate a binary mask with the same size as its bounding
box. In this mask, pixels inside the segment are labeled ‘1’
while others are labeled ‘0’. Each label in the binary mask
is first assigned to the nearest center of receptive field and
then backprojected onto Conv5 3. Thus, each activation in
Conv5 3 collects multiple binary labels backprojected from
its receptive field. The collected binary labels at each activation are first averaged and then thresholded by 0.5, yielding
a corresponding binary segment mask on Conv5 3, where
pixels within the segment can be easily identified according to this mask. Note that feature maps generated from
Conv5 3 have 8-pixel strides in our MS-FCN instead of 32pixel ones in the original VGG16 network since subsampling was skipped in the last two max-pooling layers as described in Section 3.1. Therefore, the resolution of the feature map generated from Conv5 3 is sufficient for segment
masking.
Since segments on Conv5 3 have variable size, to produce a fixed-length feature vector, we further perform spatial pooling (SP) over a fixed grid as with [17]. We divide
the bounding box of a segment on Conv5 3 into h × w cells.
Let the size of the bounding box be H × W . Spatial pooling
is performed within each cell with H/h × W/w pixels. Afterwards, the aggregated feature vector of each segment has
h × w × C dimensions, where C is the number of channels

of the feature map generated by Conv5 3.
To discover segment-level visual contrast, for each segment, we obtain three spatially aggregated feature vectors
from three nested and increasingly larger windows, which
are respectively the bounding box of the considered segment, the bounding box of its immediate neighboring segments, and the entire map from Conv5 3 (with the considered segment masked out to indicate the position of the segment in the map). Finally, the three aggregated feature vectors are concatenated and fed into two fully connected layers. The output of the second fully connected layer is fed
into the output layer, which uses the sigmoid function to
perform logistic regression to produce a distribution over
binary saliency labels. We call the saliency map generated
in this way S2 .
This segment-wise spatial pooling stream of our network
is in fact an accelerated version of the method in [25]. Although they share similar strategies for multiscale feature
extraction, our method is much more efficient because convolutional feature maps only need to be computed once for
the entire image and afterwards, local features for thousands
of segments from the same image can be masked out instantaneously. Moreover, our model also achieves better results as segment features are extracted from our multiscale
fully convolutional network, which has been fine-tuned for
salient object detection, instead of from the original VGG16
model for image classification.

3.3. Deep Contrast Network Training
Given training images and their superpixels, we first train
the neural network in the second stream alone to obtain
its initial weights. Segment features are extracted using
the original VGG16 network pre-trained over the ImageNet
dataset [10]. After this initialization, we fine-tune the two
streams of our deep contrast network in an alternating manner. We first fix the parameters in the second stream and
train the first stream for one epoch. During this process, the
weights for fusing the saliency maps (S1 and S2 ) from the
two streams as well as the parameters in the multiscale fully
convolutional network are updated using stochastic gradient
descent. Then we fix the parameters in the first stream and
fine-tune the neural network in the second stream for one
epoch using groundtruth saliency maps. Segment features
are extracted using the updated VGG16 network embedded
in the first stream. We typically alternate the above two
steps 8 times (16 epochs in total) before the whole finetuning process converges.
The loss function for fine-tuning the deep contrast network (the first stream) and the fusing weights is the cross
entropy between the ground truth and the fused saliency

map (S):
L = − βi
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a binary pixel labeling problem, and employs the following
energy function,
X
X
E (L) = −
log P (li ) +
θij (li , lj ) ,
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where G is the groundtruth label, W denotes the collection
of all network parameters in MS-FCN and the fusion layer,
βi is a weight balancing the number of salient pixels and
unsalient ones, and |I|, |I| and |I|+ denote the total number of pixels, unsalient pixels and salient pixels in image
|I|+
I, respectively. Then βi = |I|
|I| and 1 − βi = |I| . When
fine-tuning the second stream, its parameters are updated by
minimizing the squared prediction errors accumulated over
all segments from all training images.

i,j

where L represents a binary label (salient or not salient) assignment for all pixels. P (li ) is the probability of pixel xi
having label li , which indicates the likelihood of pixel xi
being salient. Initially, P (1) = Si and P (0) = 1 − Si ,
where Si is the saliency score at pixel xi from the fused
saliency map S. θij (li , lj ) is a pairwise potential and defined as follows,
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4.1. Superpixel Segmentation
We aim to decompose the input image into nonoverlapping segments. In this paper, we use a slightly
modified version of the SLIC algorithm [2], which uses
geodesic image distance [8] during K-means clustering in
the CIELab color space. As discussed in [44], geodesic distance based superpixels can guarantee connectivity while
well preserve edges in the image. In our experiments, we
have found that the final saliency detection performance
does not vary much when the number of superpixels is between 200 and 300. And the performance becomes slightly
worse when the number of superpixels is fewer than 200 or
more than 300.

4.2. Spatial Coherence
Since both streams in our deep contrast network assign saliency scores to individual pixels or segments without considering the consistency of saliency scores among
neighboring pixels and segments, we propose a pixelwise saliency refinement model based on a fully connected
CRF [23] to improve spatial coherence. This model solves

where µ (li , lj ) = 1 if li 6= lj , and zero otherwise. θij
involves two kernels. The first kernel depends on pixel positions (p) and pixel intensities (I). This kernel encourages
nearby pixels with similar colors to take similar saliency
scores. The degree of influence by color similarity and spatial closeness is controlled by three parameters (σα and σβ ),
respectively. The second kernel aims at removing small isolated regions.
Energy minimization is based on a mean field approximation to the CRF distribution, and high-dimensional filtering can be utilized to speed up the computation. In this
paper, we use the publicly available implementation of [23]
to minimize the above energy, and it takes less than 0.5 second on an image with 300×400 pixels. At the end of energy
minimization, we generate a saliency map using the posterior probability of each pixel being salient. We call the generated saliency map Scrf . As shown in Fig. 3, the saliency
maps generated from the proposed method without CRF are
fairly coarse and the contours of salient objects may not be
well preserved. The proposed saliency refinement model
can not only generate smoother results with pixelwise accuracy but also well preserve salient object contours. A quantitative study of the effectiveness of the saliency refinement
model can be found in Section 5.3.2.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Experimental Setup
5.1.1
(a)Source

(b)GT

(c)without CRF

(d)with CRF

Figure 3. Comparison of saliency detection results with and without CRF.

Datasets

We evaluate the performance of our method on five
public datasets: MSRA-B [29], PASCAL-S [27], DUTOMRON [48], HKU-IS [25] and SOD [35]. The MSRAB dataset contains 5,000 images with a variety of image

(a)Source

(b)SF

(c)GC

(d)DRFI

(e)PISA

(f)BSCA

(g)LEGS

(h)MC

(i)MDF

(j)Our DCL

(k)Our DCL+

(l)GT

Figure 4. Visual comparison of saliency maps generated from state-of-the-art methods, including our DCL and DCL+ . The ground truth
(GT) is shown in the last column. DCL+ consistently produces saliency maps closest to the ground truth.

Data Set
MSRA-B
HKU-IS
DUT-OMRON
PASCAL-S
SOD

Metric
maxF
MAE
maxF
MAE
maxF
MAE
maxF
MAE
maxF
MAE

SF
0.700
0.166
0.590
0.173
0.495
0.147
0.493
0.240
0.516
0.267

GC
0.719
0.159
0.588
0.211
0.495
0.218
0.539
0.266
0.526
0.284

DRFI
0.845
0.112
0.776
0.167
0.664
0.150
0.690
0.210
0.699
0.223

PISA
0.837
0.102
0.753
0.127
0.630
0.141
0.660
0.196
0.660
0.223

BSCA
0.830
0.130
0.723
0.174
0.617
0.191
0.666
0.224
0.654
0.251

LEGS
0.870
0.081
0.770
0.118
0.669
0.133
0.752
0.157
0.732
0.195

MC
0.894
0.054
0.798
0.102
0.703
0.088
0.740
0.145
0.727
0.179

MDF
0.885
0.066
0.861
0.076
0.694
0.092
0.764
0.145
0.785
0.155

FCN
0.864
0.096
0.867
0.087
0.681
0.131
0.793
0.128
0.795
0.158

DCL
0.905
0.052
0.892
0.054
0.733
0.084
0.815
0.113
0.829
0.129

DCL+
0.916
0.047
0.904
0.049
0.757
0.080
0.822
0.108
0.832
0.126

Table 1. Comparison of quantitative results including maximum F-measure (larger is better) and MAE (smaller is better). The best three
results are shown in red, blue, and green , respectively.

contents. Most of the images has a single salient object.
PASCAL-S was built using the validation set of the PASCAL VOC 2010 segmentation challenge. It contains 850
images with the ground truth labeled by 12 subjects. We
threshold the masks at 0.5 to obtain binary masks as suggested in [27]. Dut-OMRON contains 5,168 challenging
images, each of which has one or more salient objects
and relatively complex backgrounds. We have noticed that
many saliency annotations in this dataset may be controversial among different human observers. As a result, none of
the existing saliency models has achieved a high accuracy
on this dataset. HKU-IS is another large dataset containing
4447 challenging images, most of which have either low
contrast or multiple salient objects. The SOD dataset contains 300 images and it was originally designed for image
segmentation. Many images in this dataset have multiple
salient objects with low contrast. All the datasets contain
manually annotated groundtruth saliency maps. To facilitate a fair comparison against other methods, we divide the

MSRA-B dataset into three parts as in [20, 25], 2500 for
training, 500 for validation and the remaining 2000 images
for testing. To test the adaptability of trained saliency models to other different datasets, we use the models trained on
the MSRA-B dataset and test them over all other datasets.
5.1.2

Evaluation Criteria

We evaluate the performance using precision-recall (PR)
curves, F-measure and mean absolute error (MAE). The
precision and recall of a saliency map is computed by converting a continuous saliency map to a binary mask using a threshold and comparing the binary mask against the
ground truth. The PR curve of a dataset is obtained from
the average precision and recall over saliency maps of all
images in the dataset. The F-measure is defined as
Fβ =

(1 + β 2 ) · P recision · Recall
,
β 2 · P recision + Recall

(4)
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Figure 5. Comparison of precision-recall curves of 11 saliency detection methods on 3 datasets. Our DCL and DCL+ (DCL with CRF)
consistently outperform other methods across all the testing datasets. Note that MC [49] and LEGS [43] are overrated on the MSRA-B
dataset and LEGS [43] is also overrated on the PASCAL-S dataset.
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Figure 6. Comparison of precision, recall and F-measure (computed using a per-image adaptive threshold) among 11 different methods on
3 datasets.

where β 2 is set to 0.3 to weigh precision more than recall
as suggested in [1]. We report the maximum F-measure
(maxF) computed from the PR curve. We also report the
average precision, recall and F-measure using an adaptive
threshold for generating a binary saliency map. The adaptive threshold is determined to be twice the mean value of a
saliency map. In addition, MAE [38] represents the average
absolute per-pixel difference between an estimated saliency
map and its corresponding ground truth. MAE is meaningful in evaluating the applicability of a saliency model in a
task such as object segmentation.
5.1.3

Implementation

Our proposed deep contrast network has been implemented
on the basis of Caffe [19], an open source framework for
CNN training and testing. We resize all the images to
321 × 321 pixels for training, and set the initial learning
rate to 0.01 for all newly added layers with one channel and
0.001 for all other layers. The momentum parameter is set
to 0.9 and the weight decay is 0.0005. For the segmentlevel stream, the number of superpixels is set to 400 with
3 different scales (200, 150 and 50 respectively). A 2 × 2
grid is used for spatial pooling over each segment. Thus the
aggregated feature for each segment has 6144 dimensions,
and this feature is further fed into two fully connected layers each of which has 300 neurons. The parameters of the
fully connected CRF are determined through cross validation as in [23] on the validation set and finally the paramters
of w1 , w2 , σα , σβ , and σγ are set to 3.0, 5.0, 3.0, 50.0 and
3.0 respectively in our experiments.

We use DCL to denote our saliency model based on deep
contrast learning only without CRF-based post-processing,
and DCL+ to denote the saliency model that includes CRFbased refinement. While it takes around 25 hours to train
our deep contrast network using the MSRA-B dataset, it
only takes 1.5 seconds for the trained model (DCL) to detect salient objects in a testing image with 400x300 pixels
on a PC with an NVIDIA Titan Black GPU and a 3.4GHz
Intel processor. Note that this is far more efficient than the
latest deep learning based methods which treat all image
patches as independent data samples for saliency regression. CRF-based post-processing requires additional 0.8
second per image. Experimental results will show that DCL
alone without CRF-based post-processing already outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods.

5.2. Comparison with the State of the Art
We compare our saliency models (DCL and DCL+ )
against eight recent state-of-the-art methods, including
SF [38], GC [7], DRFI [20], PISA [42], BSCA [39],
LEGS [43], MC [49] and MDF [25]. The last three are the
latest deep learning based methods. For fair comparison,
we use either the implementations or the saliency maps provided by the authors. In addition, we also train a fully convolutional neural network (FCN) (the FCN-8s network proposed in [30]) for comparison. To train the FCN saliency
model, we simply replace its last softmax layer with a sigmoid cross-entropy layer for saliency inference, and finetune the revised model using the training sets in the aforementioned saliency datasets.

A visual comparison is shown in Figure 4. As can be
seen, our method generates more accurate saliency maps in
various challenging cases, e.g., objects touching the image
boundary (the first two rows), multiple disconnected salient
objects (the middle two rows) and low contrast between object and background (the last two rows). It is necessary to
point out that the performance of MC [49] is overrated on
the MSRA-B dataset and the performance of LEGS [43] is
overrated on both the MSRA-B dataset and the PASCALS dataset because most testing images in the corresponding
datasets were used as training samples for the publicly released trained models of MC and LEGS used in our comparison.
Our method significantly outperforms all existing salient
object detection algorithms across the aforementioned public datasets in terms of PR curve (Fig. 5) and average precision, recall and F-measure (Fig. 6). Refer to the supplemental materials for the results on the PASCAL-S and
SOD datasets. Moreover, we report a quantitative comparison w.r.t. maximum F-measure and MAE in Table 1.
Our complete model (DCL+ ) improves the maximum Fmeasure achieved by the best-performing existing algorithm by 3.5%, 5.0%, 7.7%, 7.6% and 6.0% respectively
on MSRA-B (skipping MC and LEGS on this dataset),
HKU-IS, DUT-OMRON, PASCAL-S (skipping LEGS on
this dataset) and SOD. And at the same time, our model
lowers the MAE by 28.8%, 35.5%, 9.1%, 25.5% and 18.7%
respectively on MSRA-B (skipping MC and LEGS on this
dataset), HKU-IS, DUT-OMRON, PASCAL-S (skipping
LEGS on this dataset) and SOD. We can also see that our
model without CRF (DCL) significantly outperforms all
evaluated salient object detection algorithms across all the
considered datasets. Our model also significantly outperforms the FCN adapted from a model originally designed
for semantic segmentation [30] because we explicitly perform deep contrast learning, which is critical for saliency
detection.
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we compare the saliency map S1 generated from the first
stream (MS-FCN), the saliency map S2 from the second
segment-level stream and the fused saliency map from S1
and S2 (DCL) using testing images in the MSRA-B dataset.
As shown in Fig. 7, the fused saliency map (DCL) consistently achieves the best performance on average precision,
recall and F-measure, and the fully convolutional stream
(MS-FCN) has more contribution to the fused result than
the segment-wise spatial pooling stream. These two streams
are complementary to each other, and our trained deep contrast network is capable of discovering and understanding
subtle visual contrast among multi-scale feature maps as
well as between neighboring segments. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of MS-FCN, we also generate saliency maps
from the last scale of MS-FCN (the best performing scale)
for comparison. The last scale of MS-FCN is in fact the
fully convolutional version of the original VGG16 network.
As shown in Fig. 7, this single scale of MS-FCN (called
SC MSFCN) performs much worse than the complete version of MS-FCN in terms of the PR curve as well as the
average precision, recall and F-measure.
5.3.2

Effectiveness of CRF

In Section 4.2, a fully connected CRF is incorporated to
improve the spatial coherence of the saliency maps from
our deep contrast network. To validate its effectiveness, we
have also evaluated the performance of our final saliency
model with and without the CRF using the testing images in
the MSRA-B dataset. The results are also shown in Fig. 7. It
is evident that the CRF improves the accuracy of our model.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced an end-to-end deep
contrast network for salient object detection. Our deep network consists of two complementary components, a pixellevel fully convolutional stream and a segment-level spatial
pooling stream. A fully connected CRF model can be optionally incorporated to further improve spatial coherence
and contour localization in the fused result from these two
streams. Experimental results demonstrate that our deep
model can significantly improve the state of the art.

Segment-Level SC_MSFCN

Recall

Figure 7. Componentwise efficacy of the proposed deep contrast
network and the effectiveness of the CRF model.

5.3. Ablation Studies
5.3.1

Effectiveness of Deep Contrast Network

Our deep contrast network consists of a fully convolutional
stream and a segment-wise spatial pooling stream. To show
the effectiveness and necessity of these two components,
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